
This paper which I am giving you represents the top of each page in

a three ring notebook, which I want you to turn into me. I want you

to take a bog typewriter size notebook, the of which have three ring paper

in it, and I want you to make the top of each page just like this little

slip that I am giving to you. And then I want you to draw the lines there,

not only at the top, but all the way down. Now with this little slip

that I am giving you, you can make dots at the top of the page, dots at the

bottom and draw lines between and it won't take you two ± minutes to do it.

So it will be very little effort for you. And then you write the head at

the top, just the way it is ± given here. Does anyone not have one, raise

your hands. Over this way there are quite a few................

You see whzt I want you to do, this is for Jer,. now. I want you to

put at the head of the page akx make lines all the way down the page, as

indicated here. Then you write these words

at the top, and let me tell you wha the words mean. You know what ref.

means. It is reference. Next there is N, that mean narrative. Then there

is an R, which means rebuke, there 15 a B which means blessing, and there

is an 0 which means other. Now you did through Jer. 8 for your next assign.

Now you start then, with Jer. 9 and you say you look at that chap. and

supposing that you say, Jer. 9:1-k is a story of Jer. went up to the temple

and talked to somebody. It is simply narrative. All right, under ref.,

the second space you write down 9:1-k, and then you put an N, not a check,

I don't wa want any checks, make an N, under the N, oppoiste in the line

to show that it is ax narrative. Then supposing that Jer. 9:5to 23 is all

rebuke, you just say 9:5 to 11:23 ia and under the R you put an R. That is

a the purpose of this section, rebuke. Now that means that when you get thro

you will have the whole book of Jer. written down with the reference given,

and oppoaite each section its purpose, whether it is narrative, simple

narrative, rebuke, if it is blessing, that is if it is encouragement to

God's people, if it is not telling of the ±K punishment that God is going

to send, but is encouraging them in the blessings that He has for them, put
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